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Dear 
 
Thank you for your request for information under the Freedom of Information Act. You asked for
 
1) amounts spent on social care and public health over the last 4 years
2) when will the new road surface pot hole machine will be in Ollerton Edwinstowe and Clipstone?
 
We are to pleased to be able to provide the following information
 
Question 1

 16/17 17/18 18/19 19/20
 Gross Spend Net Spend Gross Spend Net Spend Gross Spend Net Spend Gross Spend Net Spend
 £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £
Adult Social
Care 320,308,975 206,313,026 337,075,572 200,612,745 351,410,484 202,524,191 358,736,999 192,447,810
Public
Health    48,799,593 0   46,041,993 0    45,574,926 0   45,370,637 0

 
** Public Health is grant funded so net spend is zero
 
Question 2
 
There have been two new initiatives in Nottinghamshire under the banner of Preventative Maintenance to repair the roads and reduce the
appearance of potholes.
 
The first one is the use of mechanised patching to undertake repairs employing several dedicated teams utilising specialist plant to undertake the
repair process. This repair system can be used across the majority of the highway network and is an all-year round operation.
 
The second initiative has been the use of Spray Injection Chip Patching through a proprietary system for filling potholes and resolving road surface
irregularities. This treatment is primarily used on rural roads due to the nature of its operation (i.e. spraying of binder and chippings) not being
particularly ideal in urban environments, and as such it is unlikely to be utilised in villages such as those highlighted. The use of this treatment is
limited to the warmer parts of the year and hence is not an all-year-round operation.
 
Therefore, to answer your question fully we have provided a list of sites undertaken as part of the Preventative Maintenance programme.
 
The associated sites are:
 
Ollerton
Gricen Close: Extensive mechanised patching completed- 29/09/20
The Markhams: Extensive mechanised patching completed 20/10/20
 
Edwinstowe
 
No preventative works have been assigned yet for this village.
 
Clipstone
Mansfield Road: Mechanised patching works programmed from 14/04/21 to 16/04/21
Kings Clipstone
Mansfield Road: Mechanised patching completed 14/02/20
 
In addition to these preventative sites, structural patching has been undertaken as part of the capital maintenance programme and there are other
sites in the villages identified that we are monitoring for future maintenance.
 
I hope that you find this information to be helpful, however if you are unhappy with the way in which your request has been handled, then please
email us at foi@nottscc.gov.uk quoting the reference NCC-049284-20 and we will be happy to review your request
 
With kind regards
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